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About This Game

When Mother Nature does her worst, the Rescue Team does its best! Guide the brave members of the Rescue Team as they save
people in distress and rebuild a devastated infrastructure after earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions leave a once

prosperous land in ruins. You'll have to manage your resources well as you repair bridges and roads, restore factories and homes,
and send doctors and rescue dogs to save the sick and injured. Work quickly as you command a fleet of machines ranging from
helicopters and motorboats to airplanes and trains, and you'll beat the clock and win the gold! This special Collector's Edition of

Rescue Team 6 features a thrilling bonus chapter with all new adventures, a walkthrough of the entire game, downloadable
artwork, and more! Strap in for the thrill ride of a lifetime and begin the adventure today!

Dozens of thrilling levels

Timed and untimed game modes

Bright, colorful graphics

Achievements to unlock

Tons of bonus content
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rescue team 6 collector's edition level 21. rescue team 6 collector's edition

very epic, but i cant use the achievements yet because steam is doo doo. Content is good and thought provoking - makes a very
interesting connection between technology that can be described by the mental tools of language, and the onset of a collective
consciousness. However I'd add to this that this is just one (possibly minor) part of it, as some would argue that free economic
markets are even more important in creating composite technologies by leveraging actual actions (instead of words) across
multiple "hops" and networks of humans minds, each acting as a neuron in a collective consciousness. Could be an interesting
follow-up to this.

However, I need to warn that from a technology choice perspective, certain unfortunate design decisions and ignorance of VR
user experience guidelines make this a seated experience, and not a comfortable one. Well, I'm willing to bet the market will
sort that out.. Not Bad Game Worth Awesome Graphics But Still Need Controller. If you've ever played an Atelier game, you
know that you're getting 40+ hours of an overall relaxing JRPG crafted to the highest standards that the studio's budget allows.
The strength of Atelier has always been in the music, art style, character events, multiple endings, and the core alchemy system.
This game is no exception. In fact, I consider it the best in the Mysterious trilogy.

Having said that, I can't recommend this port, at least not the Steam version. This game, while beautiful, is not exactly a
technical marvel. So I found it strange when the game would frequently dip below 20 fps, making it unplayable. Which is weird,
because I had previously pir--I mean, acquired the PC version of this game from a source outside of Steam, and there were no
performance issues. Just something for you to consider before purchasing.. You get to throw ninja stars right in peoples faces.

Its a terrible ninja game. Because ninja games require stealth. This....thing is just a beat em up, but with ninjas. So...cant
complain. Good game and really cool but it shouldnt have been a ninja game. The controls are really fluid too. Just freaking buy
it.
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A great game for it's price.

Pros:
Simple
Strategic
Building your own maps
Editing campaign maps
Cheap
Map building is as easy as clicking and dragging a few times.

Cons:
Has many difficulty spikes (You can just get past this by editing the campaign maps and removing the enemy in the edit mode,
then saving the map)
You have to complete the campaign to play your own maps ( You can do the tip above to get through the campaign easily, but
still, why do we have to complete the campaign?)
Save button on maps doesn't play a sound or show that you clicked it in any way, which can lead to someone getting paranoid
that their map may not have saved (Although, the save button has always worked for me, I just double click it for good measure)

And that's about it. The replayability is the only thing one might find trouble with, but the map creator can fix this for some
people.

Suggestions:
Make us able to play our maps without completing the campaign.
Steam Workshop
More units
More buildings and props
Multiplayer

All in all, I love this game, it deserves so much more people playing it.
. I bought this because of Jaune!! (\u06f6\ua228\u0eb6\ua381\ua228\u0eb6 )\u06f6 LOL. Worst Game Ever like from my
character im new game player not like 1985 games but i like 2015 games more so yeah. Worthless Running. It's kinda hard, you
'll need good reflexes.
Never played a game like this, really different , but kinda fun.

The Art-style is simple , but not bad.
worth buying!. I escaped from the facility. I am one of the people who survived the attack, and i'm here to write a bad review
>:D. I've played a bit and find the whole experience acceptable. Knowing that this is in one of the earliest stages of a game
dialogues are not fully flashed out. Like others mentioned there are some bugs (I had one where I had to hit the menu button
because I had a dialog with the space station I'm supposed to be docking with and it's not flashed out with options yet.) but I'm
supporting the Dev in their vision for the game because I like the idea of this game. Ticks many boxes of mine. Freelancing.
Space sim. Simple shooting. The development roadmap is planned ahead and I shall continue to give updates on this review. For
now I recommend this game for people who like this genre and would like to support smaller game studios to survive this age of
million dollar gaming era.. I love this game. A lot. It basically takes games like Flakboy to a whole new level. I'd reccomend 
jacksepticeye's video on it. He shows what goes on in the game better than i could explain.. Game works just fine on windows
10 64bit.

As far as anyone knows the game only doesn't support multiple GPU configuration on laptops.

As long as you're not one of the people who own the above the game works fine on any operating system from Win7 to 10

I can only recommend the game as it's fantastic just like the original.

Just place the exe files into run as admin and compat mode for windows xp and there should be 0 issues running the game.
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